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Development of Simple Evaluation Method for Duct Streaming 
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A simple formula for radiation streaming through bent ducts is derived by optics analogy with considering only components passing 
through the duct not requir巴dfor enormous preparatory calculations. Dose rates estimated by批 derivedformula are compared with 
experimental values in two types oftwo-stage bent ducts for gamma-ray source and four types of one-stage bent ducts for 14MeV 
neutron source. Regarding the two-stage， 45圃degreebent duct with a diameter of 15cm， estimated dose rates at the positions ofthe bend 
points and the exit agree with the experimental values within 30% and a factor of2， respectively. Regarding the two・stage，90圃degree
bentsqu釘 educt with a 1.8m side， estimated dose rates at the positions of the bend points and the exit agree with the experimental 
values within 30%. For 90・degreeone-stage bent square ducts with 10cm， 20cm飢 d40cm sides in iron and polyethylene shields with 
14MeV neutron source， dose rates by the formula agree with experimental values within factor 3 at the exit. From these results， it is 
concluded that the derived formula is applicable to the midway in shielding design. 
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1. Introduction 

For fusion and accelerator facilities producing neutron and 

gamma-ray， there are many ducts and slits in the facilities. In 
fusion fa~ilities ， there are various ducts for plasma heating 

equipment such as neutral beam injectors， diagnostic tools and 
their cables， and radio frequem;y guide tubes， et芯.Accelerators 

have various ducts for electric power cables and as passages in 

the accelerator buildings. Therefore， radiation shielding is 
important with regard to radiation streaming through these 

ducts. 

Though radiation shielding is analyzed bγ出ree-dimensional

codes for出直白lalradiation shielding design，白ree-d泊施nsional

calculations are not always the best way to exaniine an 

intermediate design b即 auseof enormous time spent for three-

dimensional codes like Monte Carlo codes and discrete ordin瓜e

transport codes. Then a simplified evaluation formula is 

earnestly desired to evaluate radiation s甘eamingproperties 

effectively， midway in the design process. 
Various simplified evaluation formulae for radiation 

streaming have been derived れーめ. But the desired degree of 

simplification cannot always be achieved in most ofthem， since 
enormous prepar前orycalculations are necessary to estimate 

the radiation shielding properties for using批 formulae.

The present paper proposes a simplified radiation duct 

streaming formula which does not need many preparatory 

calculations. We applied analogy of optics to radiation 

streaming phenomena through various shaped bent ducts in 

町 dertosimpl防御formula.Configurations ofthe duct cross 

section are res位ic総dωthosewhich are nearly circular or regular 

squares and the streaming components mainly contributing to 

the dose rate behind radiation shielding are also restrict怠d.The 

derived simplified formula is applied to six typical 

configurations of ducts with one or two bends and the obtained 

dose rates are comnared with exnerimental values. 
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In section 2， the simplified duct streaming formula is 
derived. In section 3， shielding properties calculated by the 
derived formula are compared with experimental values for 

the two configurations of ducts with two bends with gamma-

ray source and for the four configurations of ducts with one 

bend with 14MeVneutronsource. 

11. Derivation of Simplified Duct Streaming 

Formula 

1. Restriction for Simplification 

As described in the Introduction， in order to derive a duct 

streaming formula which is as simple as possible， the optics 
analogy is applied and the following re柑 ictionsare set. 

The cross sections are res甘ictedto nearly circle or regular 

squares and the length from one bend to the other bend is 

assumed to be much longer than the principal length of the 

cross section ( diameter of出ecircle or side length ofthe square ). 

The duct streaming components make their main 

contribution to the dose rate behind the shielding and only the 

streaming components are considered in the formula. 

Simplified duct streaming formula for cosine distributions 

at the bend position are approximated by assuming加geforward

印刷eringsuch as the Compton 印刷eringangular di柑 ibution

for about 1 Me V and high energy neutron above several Me V. 

Factorsf. by aniso甘opicscattering at each bend point are given 

as a function ofthe bend angle Bn. In the present paper， Flq) 
is approximated as a cosine distribution of cos何々人

ん=Fn(θ'n)=cos(Dn12)， (1) 

where f. means an anisotropic factor at the bend point P 0.1 

between the (n-l)・thand the n-th legs and円meansthe bend 

angle made from the direction ofthe (n・1)田.thleg to the direction 

ofthe n-th leg at the point P 0-1. as shown in Fig. 1. 

2. Simplified Model 

In Fig. 1 the radiation source intensity and its position is 

symbolized by S， and the point at the entrance ofthe first leg， 
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Fig. 1 Configuration ofbent duct model 

the bend point ofthe first and second legs，・・・，the bend point 

ofthe (n-l)ーthand n-th legs， and the exit point ofn-th leg are 
identified as P 0' P l'・・・， Pn-1 and Pnラ respectively. The 
parenthesized source position where the source can be seen 

合omthe bottom ofthe first leg is treated as a distinct case合om

that where the source cannot be seen合omthe bottom. 

Radiation f1uxes at the points P 0' P l' P 2' P 3'・・・，Pn-1 and Pn' 

are symbolized as Oo'外性，o3，.・・，九，on-1and九respectiv称
The equivalent radii and lengths of the first， the second，・・・，
the (n-l)-th and the n-th legs are described as rI'rァrρ・・・，rn_1

and rn， and '1' '2' '3'・・・， 'n-l and ， n' respectively. 

(1) The case where the source cannot be seen from the 
bottom of the first leg 

We assume the out of parenthesized point source， then 
radiation f1ux中。atpoint P 0 is given as， 

S 

刊一石F' ο) 
where S is the radiation soぽ ceintensity， andんisa distance 

from P 0 to the source. An imaginary radiation source 

intensity So at point Po is given by 10 in accordance with the 
optics analogy as， 

/¥2  

So =π向 =j[tls(3)
Using Eq. (2)， we describe o1 at the point P1 as， 

/¥2 〆、 /¥2

S" ~ 1 (れ S (1 Y r， ， 。l=ztpL17j9dl可 2l~ 1 ~; J fJ' (4) 

whe問f;expresses the distribution in the direction ofthe angle 

()o made by the line between the source and point P 0 to the first 

leg. Using Eq.( 4) as expressed above， we give imaginary source 

intensity Sl at point P 1 asラ

/ .¥2(¥2(¥2 
ゥ II ¥ 1 ro 1 1 r. I 

SI=πr/oJ =1土)1 ;~ 1I ;1， 1叫 (5)
¥ ~ J ¥ '0 ， ¥ " ， 

and radiation f1ux <1>2 at point P2 asラ

丸 1(ι1 
o? =ーよすん =-:-1~ 1 Od2 

L 4π12ムゐ 4¥[2 ) "ム

S (I'Nr，Y(r今 i2
=ーーす|ー 11ム 11 ~L 1 f，j2 
4π10" ~ 4 ) II J ) ll2 ) ，，-L 

By analogy to the above， radiation f1uxゆnat the exit point of 
the n-th leg can be obtained as， 

S_， _ 1 (仁， ) 
On =二且ヰん=で|子二L 1 Onーdn
.. 4πlJ J41ln-l j 

S (1¥n..!!..f r: 1 
=ーで1-:-1 mム lfi
4π信~4) i=illi r' 

(6) 

(7) 

(2) The case where the source can be seen from the 

bottom of the first leg 

When the source can be seen from the bottom ofthe first leg 
(Fig. 1)， a direct effect of the source on the f1ux砂1at point P1 

must be taken into consideration together with the indirect effect 

described in subsection (1). 
Radiation f1ux民atpoint P 0 by the indirect effect of the 

source S is given by the following equation in the same manner 
国 detai!edin subsection (1)， 

S 
附=石7(8)

Using this equation， we express the imaginary source intensity 
So at point P 0 as the following equation， 

/¥2  

So =帆=jltis(9)
The direct e仔ectofthe source S on the f1ux内atpoint P 1 is 

made by radiation at the bottom of the first leg， spreading 
企omthe source S in the total space as， 

S/4π(ん+IJ)2. (10) 

nsidering both effects ofEqs. (9) and (10)， we give radiation 

o， ~(者十 4π(loS+1， )2 )r， 

=ホ(ff[1+idlち;;}}

叶 + (I£オポポ品号号詐告告l守七計?主計I石d坤Jr

~~[:: n~ r:JH浩司} (12) 

Using this equation， we write radiation f1ux砂1at point P 2 as， 
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向=去すん=~[討。lん

合[~J[;;J[;: JHボ叶
By analogy to the above， radiation flux on at the exit point of 

the rトthleg can be obtained as， 

。n=斗ニi吋
4πln-

，、、、21 、21
S (1 r古frl・11，，1 21110 1 1"， 

z ーーで|ー 1111ー 111 + ~一一一一-~ 1れ (14) 
4π10 L ~ 4 ) I=I ll; ) 1 l r1 (10 + 11 ) J 1" ， 

111. Comparison with Experimental Values 

In this section we compare values estimated by the proposed 
formula with experimental streaming values. Duct streaming 
experiments for two typical bent ducts have been performed 
for the gamma-ray source (10.11). One was a streaming experiment 

through a two-bend medium sized duct with 45・degreebend 
angles(IO). The other was a streaming experiment through a 
two-bend large aperture duct with 90・・degreebend angles(ll). 

As for duct streaming by neu廿on，one・・timebent duct streaming 

experiments have been performed for 14MeV neutron source 
by OKAVIAN facility(l3，14). These duct configurations are 

i1lustrated in Table 1. 
Radiation fluxes on間 estimatedby the simplified蜘
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formula derived in section 2， Multiplying the fluxes on by 
conversion factors for flux into dose rates， we can obtain dose 
rates， Assuming the energy spectrum of the flux to be 
approximately the same at every position inside the ducts， the 
relative value ofthe flux at every position to that at the entrance 

ofthe duct can be considered to be represent a relative dose 
rate. The relative dose can be then compared with the relative 
dose rate at every position to that at the entrance for calculations 
and experiments. 

From these geometrical configurations， the relative dose 
rates are estimated by the present formula. The dose rates are 
compared with observed values in Tables 2幽 7and Figs. 2 -5. 

From the comparisons ofthe values by the present simplified 
formula with the experimented values for the six duct 
configurations， the formula validity can be evaluated. 
1) For 45.・degreebent duct with medium radius of 15cm in 

gamma-ray source， both dose rates agree with each other 
within 30% at every bend point and less than factor 2 at the 
exIt. 

2) For 90・degreebent square duct with 1.8m side in gamma-
ray source， both dose rates agree with each other within 30% 
at every bend and at the exit for the anisotropic 

叩proxim瓜ion.The approximぽionoff，，=cos(B!2) is a good 
approximation. Energy and material dependences ofthese 
anisotropic factors will be investigated more in the fu旬re.

3) For 90・degreeone-time bent square ducts with 10cm and 
20cm sides in iron shields with 14MeV neutron source， dose 
rates by the anisotropic approximation at the exit has a 

Table 1 Various duct configurations used in comparing relative dose rates by this formula with experimental ones 

duct name Two-stage Two-stage One-stage One-stag巴 One-stage One-stage 
45-degree 90-degr，巴巴 90-degree 90-degree 90-degre巴 90-degree 
bent duct bent square duct bent square duct bent square duct bentsqu征 educt bent square duct 
with 15cm withl.8m守side with lOcm-side with 20cm-side with 10cm-side with 40cm-side 
radius 10 concrete in iron shield(13) in iron shield(¥引 in polyethy14l) ene In pdyedly14l) em 

10 concrete shield") shield( shield( 
configuration shield(lO) 
radiation source 1.33 and 1.1 7 1.3 3 and 1.1 7 14MeV from 14MeVfrom 14MeV合om 14MeV from 

恥1eV MeV DTreaction DT reaction DTreaction DTreaction 
gamma-ray gamma-ray 
from 60CO from 6OCO 

and its position 9.4cm f:紅 from 9.4cm far仕om 9.4cm far from 9.4cm far from 
18.5cmf:訂合om 0.9m inside the the inlet of the the inlet of the the inlet of th巴 the inlet of出E

the inlet of the inl巴tof the first first leg on its first leg on its first leg on its first leg on its 
first leg on its leg aXls aXls aXls aXls 

axlS 
diameter of the duct 1 Ocm( equivalent 20cm( equivalent 10cm(equivalent 40cm( equivalent 

15cm 1.8m(equivalent radius of 5.6cm) radius of radius of 5.6cm) radius of 
radius of 1.02m) 11.3cm) 22.6cm) 

the first leg 
length 70cm 70cm 100cm 100cm 
angle 53.6cm 3.9m 90 degrees 90 degrees 90 degrees 90 degrees 

45 degrees 90 degrees 
the second leg 
length 70cm 70cm 150cm 150cm 
angle 97cm 4.2m 

45 degrees 90d巴grees
the third leg 
length 

53.6cm 2.0m 
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Table 2 Comparison ofrelative dose rates by the simplified stream-
ing formula with those by experiments in 45 degree two 
times bending duct with radius of 15cm in concrete for the 
gamma-ray sources仕om60Co. 

estimated values observed calculated I 
posltton by the simplified values(ll va!ues門

streaming formula 

10cm fromen甘組問 1.0 1.0 1.0 
th巴firstjoint 1.0xlO“I 1.3xlO-1 1.3xlO-1 

the second join 1.4xlO-4 1.3xlO-4 1.3xlO-4 

the exit 6.2xlO-7 1.4xlO-6 6.0xlO-7 

(*) estimated by point kemel interaction code ofRANKERN (口).

(**) anisotropical factorl，，=F/B)=cos(45!.み=0.92is used. 

Table 3 Comparison ofrelative dose rates by the simplified stream-

ing formula with those by experiments in 90 degree two 
times bending square duct with 1.8m side of the 
equivalentradius of 1.02m for the gamma-ray sources合om

60CO and 137 Cs. 

posltlOn 巴stimatedvalues by the observed 
simplified streaming formula vaの~ues(ll)

source posltlOn 1.0 1.0 
the first j oint 8.6xlO-2 8.0xlO-2 

the second join 8.9xlO-4 7.0xlO-4 

the exit 4.2xlO-5 3.5xlO-5 

(勺anisotropicalfactor 1" =Flり=cos(90/2)=0.70is used. 

Table 4 Comparison ofrelative dose rates by the simplified stream-
ing formula with those by experiments in 90 degree one time 
bending square duct with 10cm side of the equivalent radius 
5.6cm in iron shield for 14MeV neutron source. 

poslt1on estimated values by the observed 
simplified streaming formula va!ues(l3) 

Ocm 1.0 1.0 
30cm 6.6xlO-2 l.lxlO-1 

60cm 2.1xlO-2 1.5xlO-2 

ーー『戸・・ー

-------90cm 9xlO-4 l.lxlO-3 

110cm 5.7xlO-5 1.6xlO-4 

130cm 2.8xlO-5 5.0xlOろ

(勺 anisotropicalfactor I，，=F/，θ') =cos(90/2)=0. 70 is used. 

discrepancy of greater than 40% with the experimental 

value. The dose rates by the anisotropic approximation in 

the latter are under estimated by the factor 3 for the 

experimental value. 

4) For 90圃 degreeone-time bent ducts with 10cm and 40cm 

sides in polyethylene shields with 14MeV neutron source， 
dose rates at the joint by simple formula agree with the 

observed values within 20%. The dose rates by the isotropic 

and anisotropic approximations at the exit in the former are 

under estimated by the factors 2 and 3， respectively， for the 
exper加lentalvalues. In the la枕er，the dose rate by anisotropic 
approximation at the exit agrees with the experimental value 

within 10%. 

5) The present streaming formula was derived by the optics 

analogy together with restricting streaming components 

contribution to the dose rate. The formula can reproduce 

Table 5 Comparison of relative dose rates by the simplified stream-

ing formula with those by experiments in 90 degree one time 
bending square duct with 20cm side ofthe equivalent radius 

11.3cm in iron shield for 14MeVneutron source 

posltton estimated values by th巴 observed 
simIJlitied streaming formuIa va!ues(l3) 

Ocm 1.0 1.0 

30cm 9.2xlO-2 9.9xlO-2 

60cm 2.0xlO-2 2.1xlO-2 
ーー『・ - - - ー ー --圃】』

90cm l.lx 10-3 5.4xlOω3 

llOcm 2.8xlO-4 l.lxlO-3 

130cm l.3xlO-4 3.5xlO-4 

140cm 9.1xlO-5 3.0xlO-4 

(*) anisotropical factor I，，=F/り=cos(90/2)=0.70is used. 

Table 6 Comparison of relative dose rates by the simplified stream-
ing formula with those by experiments in 90 degree one 
time bending square duct with lOcm side of the equivalent 
radius 5.6cm in polyethylene shield for 14MeV neutron 

source. 

poslt1on estimated va!ues by the observed 
simplified strearning formula va!u巴s(14)

Ocm 1.0 1.0 
30cm 6.6xlO-2 8.8xlO-2 

60cm 2.1 X 10-2 2.5xlO-2 

100cm 8.3xlO-3 1. Ox 10-2 
ーーー』・ーー』ー戸『戸圃』

130cm 7.7xlO-5 1. 9x 10-4 

168cm 1.2xlO-5 3.8xlO-5 

(*) anisotropical factor 1，，=凡(B)ニ cos(90/2)=0.70is used. 

Table 7 Comparison ofrelative dose rates by the simplified stream-
ing formulae with those by experiments in 90 degree one 
time bending square duct with 40cm side ofthe equivalent 
radius 22.6cm凶 polyethyleneshield for 14MeV neutron 
source 

pOSlt10n 巴stimatedva!ues by the observed 
simplified streaming formula values(14) 

Ocm 1.0 1.0 
30cm 1.9xlO-1 l.3xlO一l

60cm 5.2xlO-2 5.0xlO-2 

100cm 2.0xlO-2 2.5xlO-2 
- -圃幽』・・・ーーーーー・』

121cm 2.0xlO-2 2.5xlO-2 

142cm 3.3xlO-3 3.3xlO占

189cm 2.9xlO-4 4. 2x 10-4 

240cm 9.1 X 10-5 8.3xlO-5 

(本)anisotropical factor 1" =F/，θ1) =cos(90/.み=0.70is used. 

the experimental values within factor 3 in exits and can be 

applied as a tool in the midway of shielding design for near 

lMeV gamma-ray and fusion neutron with14 MeV energy. 

IV. Conclusion 

A simplified radiation duct streaming formula which does 

not required many preparatory ca1culations was proposed by 
optics analogy， res仕ictingwhere the s仕eamingcomponents have 
a main contribution to the dose rate. The derived formula was 

used to estimate dose rates in the two typical two-bent ducts 

for gamma-ray source and four typical one-bent ducts for 14 

MeV neutron source. One ofthe two-bent ducts was a circular 

cross section duct with 45・degreebend angles and radius of 
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Fig.2 Comparison ofrelative dose rates by this formula with experi-
mental values in two stage 45・degreecircular bent duct with 
radius of 15cm in concrete shield. 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of relative dose rates by this formula with experi-
mental values in two stage 90・degreesqu訂 ebent duct with 

equivalent radius of 102 m in concrete shield 
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Fig. 4 Comparison ofrelative dose rates by this formula with experi-
mental values in one stage 90・degreesquare bent duct with 

10cm-and 20cm-side in iron shield. 
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Fig.5 Comparison ofrelative dose rates by this formula with experi-
mental values in one stage 90・degreesquare bent duct with 

10cm・and40cm-side in polyethylene shield 
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15 cm. The other of the two開 bentducts was a large aperture 

square duct with 90・degreebend angles and 1.8m side. The 

one幽 bentducts were aperture square ducts with 10cm， 20cm 
and 40cm sides. Comparing values by the simplified formula 

with experimental values of these ducts， the following 
conclusions were obtained. 

1) For 45・degreebent duct with medium radius of 15 cm in 

gamma-ray source， the estimated dose rates agreed with 
experimental ones within 30% at every bend and were less 

than factor 2 at the exit. 

2) For 90・degreebent square duct with 1.8 m side in gamma-

ray source， the estimated dose rates agreed with the 
experimental ones within 30% at every bend point and at 

the exit for the anisotropic approximation. The 

approximation off" =cos(Bj2) gave a good approximation. 

3) For 90・.degreeone-time bent square ducts with 10cm， 20cm 
and40cm sides in iron and polyethylene shields with 14 MeV 

neutron source， rOl.ighly speaking， dose rates by the present 
simple formula agree with experimental values within factor 

3 at the exit. 
4) The present s悦 amingformula derived by the optics analogy 

together with restricting where the streaming components 

have a main contribution to the dose rate. The formula can 

be applied as a tool in the midway of shielding design for 

near 1 Me V gamma同 rayand fusion neutron with 14 MeV 

energy. 

5) On the other hand several points to be improved can be found 

in this work， and we must investigate to modi命thesimplified 

formula. 
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